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!ACTION TAKEN: 

General Synopsis of Incident 
On 27 F , ..... ,.,...,""' William F. Ritz had the occasion to 

and interview one Jennifer Pusateri F/W/18 
Law Offices of Belkey. 

During this interview, Ms. Pusateri advise that on the day of Hae Min Lee's disappearance, she has the 
occasion to be at home visiting with a friend , who she identifies as Jay Wilds. 

Jay Wilds had arrived at Jennifer's home driving Adnan Syed's Honda Accord and carrying a portable 
cell phone. This phone was given to Wilds by Syed in order for later that day. 
Later that afternoon, Wilds was contacted by Syed and Wilds left----

Later that evening, Ms. Pusateri was contacted by Wilds and Wilds indicated that Jennifer was to meet 
him at Westview Mall. 

Ms. Pusateri complied and drove to the Mall and met Wilds and Syed in the parking lot. Wilds exited 
Syed's vehicle and entered Pusateri's vehicle. 

Wilds then told Pusateri that Adnan Syed, had killed Hae Min Lee after school and that Syed had 
placed the victim's remains in the trunk of her 1998 Nissan Sentra . Syed then contacted Wilds via the 
cell phone and asked Wilds to meet him at 600 blk. Franklintown Road. Wilds complied and met Syed 
at the location requested. 

Syed then opened the victim's trunk and pointed inside showing the body to Wilds. 

Both Syed and Wild s following one another, Syed in the victim's car and Wilds driving Syed's car 
respond to the 4400 block of N. Franklintown Road. 

Syed then removes the body of Hae Min Lee and buries same in a shallow grave. 

Wilds then follows Syed to several locations where Syed was to park the victim's car. 

The victim's auto was then parked in the rear alley of 600 Edgewood Street, in Southwest Baltimore. 

Syed then gets into his car and both Syed and Wilds drive to Westview Mall and meet Jennifer 
Pusateri. 

On 14 January 1999, Pusateri indicates that she picks Wilds up from his home and discard his clothing 
in a trash dumpster in the rear of F and M Drug Store. 

Investigation to continue. 
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